
Step 2 - Unpack the box and roll out the wallpaper

Step 1 - Determine wall height

This guide will help you install the acoustic backing of our seamless acoustic wallpaper. Make sure to use the advised 
tools, take your time and the result will be perfect.

We advise placing our wallpaper in vertical lanes to achieve the best looking result. Determine the height of the wall by 
measuring from ceiling to floor or to baseboard. Do this for each lane you wish to install, since height might vary. 

Required tools
 Sharp (Stanley) knif
 Measuring tape (5m+)

 Metal cutting rule
 Speedsquare/triangle square

 Cutting board (softboard
 Pen

It’s oke, to make vertical 
joints.

Example wall:

Roll out the wallpaper on the floor. Total lenght should be at least the height of the wall +50 cm.

Height of the wall +50cm

Acoustic backing
Installation guide
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Step 4 - Loosen the backing

Step 3 - Rough cut to length

The next step is cutting the roll to a ‘rough’ cut. This means: take the height of the wall, and add 5 cm. Cut to length 
with a cutting knife (Stanley) and a metal ruler. Before cutting, make sure the cut is perpendicular and the knife blade 
is sharp.

Turn the wallpaper around so that the Easewall liner is facing you. Now peel back the liner starting from one side of the 
cut sheet until the middle of the sheet. Make sure to not remove it completely. This releases the stretch on the 
wallpaper and allows it to settle.

Once you have reached the middle, re-apply the backing the same way you pulled it back. Now repeat this process 
from the other side towards the middle. 



The end result should be that the entire backing was removed and then re-applied. Now that the strech has settled the 
cut lenght might have become +-1% shorter. 

Height of the wall

Roll back

+5cm

90dg
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Re-apply

Step 5 - Re-measure and cut to final lenght

To make our final cut, re-measure the length and mark the cut. Check if the cut was measured correctly by holding it 
up against the wall. If all is correct, make the cut taking into account any possible deviations on the wall*.

*Many walls are not 100% perpendicular, measure this before cutting and adjust accordingly.

Height of the wall

90dg

Step 6 - Apply to the wall 

Hold the wallpaper to the wall with the print facing the room and remove the first 30 to 50 cm of self adhesive backing 
from the back. Now stick the upper left or right part with the adhesive exposed to the wall. 



We recommend starting in the upper corner and working you wall down. There is room for some re-adjustment before 
applying pressure to activate the glue.
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Start in the corner

Peel back the first 30-50cm of the self-adhesive backing

With the print facing forward, peel the self-adhesive backing down from underneath the wallpaper.

Apply pressure to the wallpaper if the positioning is right. Repeat until you reach the floor.

Repeat steps 3, 4, 5 and place the next lane against the already installed one. Do this by placing the lanes against each other

and applying light force towards the edge from the middle of the lane.

Start in the corner
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Extra instruction: Wall outlets

Please only proceed if a certified electrician has verified that the power is off!



Remove the top cap/housing and internals before installing the wallpaper.  

Remove top cap and internals. 

Make sure power is OFF

Apply wallpaper according to forementioned instructions. Determine where the outlet is located by touch. 

Cut the material surrounding/overlaying the outlet with a Stanley knife



Step 1 - Place seamless toplayer with dressing pins

This guide will help you install our seamless toplayer. Make sure to use the advised tools, take your time and the result 
will be perfect. Before using this guide, make sure you have properly installed the acoustic baselayer. 

Required tools
 Two peopl
 Sharp (Stanley) knif
 Metal cutting ruler

Preliminary steps
 Before installing the toplayer ALWAYS verify color with color sample. Slight differences may occur. In case of big 

differences or doubt, do not proceed. Contact us first.
 Already installed base layer (see acoustic wallpaper installation guide
 Disassembled (and disconnected) electrical outlet
 [Option] Removed baseboard

 Speedsquare/triangle squar
 Teflon iron sho
 Line laser

 Dressing pin
 Iron (with non-steam function)


Example wall:

Seamless toplayer
Installation guide

+10 cm+10 cm
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Dressing pins

To install the seamless toplayer, we are pinning it to the acoustic baselayer. The most easy way to do this is by leaving 
the toplayer on the roll and slowly unrolling it while pinning it and aligning it with the ceiling at the same time.



To do this, work from left to right and start by +-10 cm of extra material. When the toplayer is fixed we will eventually 
cut this material to exact lenght. Make sure the toplayer touches the ceiling everywhere.

We advice to use a spacing of maximum 20 cm in between dressing pins. Stick them at a downward angle to prevent 
the toplayer from slipping downward. 



Note: if you chose not to remove the baseboard, the toplayer will cover over the baseboard. This is OK as this extra 
material can be cut to lenght after fixating the top layer. Our advise is however to remove the baseboard and place the 
baseboard over the baselayer and the toplayer installation after installation for a better result. 



Keep adjusting and adding pins until the positioning is perfect and there are absolutely no wrinkles! Once you start the 
ironing process, the top layer will be fixed so it needs to be without errors.



Step 2 - Iron the seamless toplayer onto the acoustic baselayer 

You can now proceed with ironing to attach the toplayer to the baselayer. Please use a teflon shoe on you iron. Turn 
the iron to the highest temperature, and turn steam mode off. Iron in a very slow pace in circles, so all parts can 
achieve sufficient adhesion.  



When in doubt, you can always iron again. Just make to never keep the iron on the same place. This might burn the 
material. Start in the top middle and fan out towards both sides. Always start from the middle and work to one side. 
Never iron a part on the sids before the middle, as this migth create folds. 


Example wall:

 Fan 
out

+10 cm+10 cm

 Start 
here

Step 3 - Remove dressing pins

You can slowly work your way down repeating this method. You can move the dressing pins down as you iron down, to 
use as a marking. Leave the last 15 cm both left and right un-ironed to enable easy cutting. Once you have carefully 
ironed all parts of the toplayer to the acoustic baselayer, you can remove the dressing pins. 

Example wall:

 Work down

+10 cm+10 cm
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Step 4 - Cut to length

The next step is cutting the installed toplayer to the right size. Make sure you press the material in the right position by 
using a metal ruler. After you have cut the material to the right size, you can iron the last 15 cm to the baselayer. 

Metal ruler

Metal ruler

Acoustic base layer
Wall

Floor

Top layer

Baseboard

2 cm

Press
Cut

Top view before:Front view wall:

4a Baseboard installation side view:

Top view during cutting:

4a: In case you did not remove the baseboard before installation, repeat the same technique you used for the edges. 
You will press the material to the wall using the metal ruler and cut on the lower side of the ruler. 



4b: In case you did remove the baseboard the final assembly will look like below:

Acoustic base layer
Wall

Floor

Top layer

Baseboard

4b Baseboard not removed side view:


